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ABSTRACT 

This study is realized during the years 2011-2013, with the aim to characterize and evaluate 

several of autochthonous grapevine cultivars in the area of Berat district, Roshnik. During the 

exploration of the Roshnik zone are explored native forms, landraces and cultivars of 

grapevine, which are registered in situ and it is filled the collection form too. 

During the vegetative period it is done the characterization and the evaluation of three old 

native cultivars: Karkanjoz, Kapinov and Pulëz, according to unique file compiled by 

IPBGR. In this study were evaluated altogether 48 characters of descriptor list (shoot, leaf, 

bunch and berry) and was performed as the origin, areal spread, synonym, the period of 

maturation and production destination. 
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INTRODUCTION.  
Ampelography is done a discipline of important economic value, an essential instrument in 

the development of the European vineyard. The need to get to know the grapes in order to 

improve production is well known. Our country is very rich with native grape varieties. Many 

varieties are saved by the farmers for their productive and quality values. Recently, most of 

the threatened local grape varieties in our country had been collected through expeditions and 

conserved in Albanian Gene Bank. Their study is a duty for their evaluation, further spread 

and for utilizing them in future improvement program. In this contest are selected to study 

one table grape cultivar (cv. Karkanjoz) and two wine grape cultivars (cv. Kapinov and cv. 

Pulëz). 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In Roshnik area, three old grapevine cultivars are explored, Karkanjoz, Kapinov and Pulëz, 

which present interest for the science of genetic improvement.  During the vegetative period 

of years 2011-2013 the morphological description was done for these cultivars, according to 

unique file compiled by IPBGR. 48 descriptors of list (shoot, leaf, bunch and berry) were 

carried out and used for descriptive analyses. According to the definition norms, the shoot 

tips were investigated when they were from 10 to 30 cm; the definitions regarding young 

leaves were recorded on the first four distal leaves; the mature leaf descriptions were carried 

out between berry set the cluster within the medium third of shoot; the clusters were 

measured when matured; the berry characteristics were investigated at ripening ones located 

in the middle of the clusters. 

The methodology for sampling, measurements and the methods for sugar content (by refract 

metro in °Brix values) and juice acidity (g tartaric acid.L-1) was done conform the 

standardized protocols.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Autochthonous grapevine platform characterization is essential for preventing genetic 

resources erosion. The evaluation of the descriptive characters of these old grapevine 

cultivars is the first step to verify the homonymous and synonymous among the native 
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grapevine cultivar collection and to reveal the genetic relationship between national and 

European grapevine resources. In table 1, are given only a part of morphological descriptors 

results (berry color, berry shape, bunch density, bunch weight, total sugar, number of seeds 

and ripening). Further characterization data will be uploaded in the grapevine database of 

Albanian Gene Bank. The numerical evaluation of the morphological characters are presented 

in this table showing the distinct features among characterized cultivars. List descriptor is 

filled for each cultivar. Cv. Karkanjoz has a synonym “Dimerak”. The form of tip on the 

young shoots is open without distribution of anthocyanin coloration, with rare erect and 

prostrate hairs.  The mature leaves are classified with big size, with five lobes, with erect side 

teeth, medium green coloration and without anthocyanin coloration in the veins, with rare 

erect and prostrate hairs in the underside of the blade.  

Cv. Kapinov has taken the name of the village and has the synonym “Rrush i kuq”. The form 

of tip on the young shoot is half open, with sparse anthocyanin coloration, with medium 

prostrate hairs and sparse erect hairs. The mature leaves are medium, with five lobes, with 

convex side teeth, with open petiole sinus. Anthocyanin colorations of main veins on upper 

side of blades were generally weak among these cultivars. Cv. Pulëz in this area named also 

“Pulëz kokerr madh” because the berries are bigger than the traditional cultivar Pulëz of 

Berat and Skrapar zone. The form of tip on the young shoot is half open, with medium and 

dense erect and prostrate hairs. The mature leaves are medium size, with five lobes, with 

convex side teeth, with medium erect and prostrate hairs in the underside of the blade. The 

morphological characterization of these three old local grapevine cultivars showed a 

relatively high level of diversity. The evaluation of the forty-eight different morphological 

characters confirmed the genetic variation into the variety. The results obtained by applying 

standardized methodology for grape quantitative and qualitative parameters for three 

consecutive years, reveal the main characteristics for each variety. 

 

Table.1 Main characteristics of old local grapevine cultivars Karkanjoz, Kapinov, Pulëz  

Cultivar 

Color 

of 

berry 

skin 

Berry 

shape 

Bunch 

density 
Ripening 

 

Weight of 

bunch (g) 

 

Sugar 

content 

% 

 

Number of 

seeds 

Karkanjoz 3 6 5 7 356.34±56 17.64±0.23 1.4±0.34 

Kapinov 5 6 5 7 297.04±64 17.38±0.52 2.1±0.53 

Pulëz 1 6 7 7 248.65±45 20.52±0.43 2.6±0.32 

Color of berry skin: 3= red; 5=red to viola; 1=white to yellow 

Berry shape: 6=ovate 

Bunch density: 5= medium; 7=dense 

Ripening: 7=late 

In table 1 are shown the measure values for bunch of grape, number of seed and content of 

sugar as market value characteristics. Cv. Karkanjoz has big bunches and berries. The form 

of the berry is one of the most stable features that distinguish the varieties. It is determined by 

the values of the length/width ratio. These cultivars result with the same berry shape. Three 

years of testing, the values of the berry shape have been with minor variations suggesting that 

it is immutable biological trait of the varieties.  Color of berry skin is different in these three 

cultivars and respectively red in the cv. Karkanjoz, red to viola in the cultivar Kapinov and 

green to yellow in the cv. Pulëz. Cv. Karkanjoz belongs to the group of varieties with large 

berries and medium density which increase the market value of this cultivar as table grape. 

Cv. Pulëz and cv. Kapinov belongs to the wine grape cultivar. Bunch density is medium for 

cv. Kapinov and high to cv. Pulëz. All cultivars object of this study are with late ripening. 

Total sugar content it is higher to cv. Pulëz than cv. Kapinov. and cv. Karkanjoz which are 
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evaluated with medium content of sugar. Morphological diversity evaluated into the same 

variety following by the value of its index and the statistic index of variation calculated 

confirmed the genetic variation into the variety.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The study presents an update description of three old local native cultivars conform IPBGR 

Descriptor List, respectively one  cultivar for table grape  ( Karkanjoz) and two for wine 

grape ( Kapinov and  Pulëz).This work will be consider as a first step towards true-to-type 

identification, which will facilitate the registration of varieties and allow growers to be sure 

of the value of their products. All the results should be upgraded to the database for grapevine 

varieties to obtain an overview of these cultivars. Also, clonal selection of these old local 

cultivars are recommended.  
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